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Junior High (also known as Middle School in some areas) provides qualification or certification equivalent to 
Grades 8 & 9 and offers the following subjects: English, Mathematics, Life Skills, Social Sciences (Geography 
& Biology), Business & Financial Literacy, Science (Biology, Physics & Chemistry), Introduction to French.

Upon successful completion of all subjects at Junior High level, students will be awarded with a Valenture 
Institute Junior High digital certificate and transcript. Examinations are conducted by Valenture Institute as 
the examining body, and the Junior High certificate is recognised by Valenture Institute for admission to the 
International GCSE qualifications that we offer. 

JUNIOR HIGH
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International GCSE stands for International General Certificate of Secondary Education and is equivalent to 
a traditional UK GCSE.

International GCSE is the world’s most popular qualification for secondary school students.

They are typically studied by students aged 14-16, and used as access to further education - in South Africa, 
University Admission Points are awarded to students for their International GCSE marks. Completion of the 
NSC Grade 9 syllabus is the standard entry point to International GCSE courses.

International GCSEs can also be applied for at any time, by anybody who wishes to become qualified to an   
international standard.

The International GCSE is recognised in over 100 countries, and provides evidence of ability worldwide. The 
International GCSE aims to develop vital educational skills, including recall of knowledge, oral skills, problem 
solving, initiative, team work and investigative skills.

Employers, universities and colleges will almost always require applicants to have specific International 
GCSE grades of C or above.

What are they?

Why choose International GCSE?

INTERNATIONAL GCSE
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International AS-Levels are the first half of the A-Level (which is why A-Levels are also known as A2-Levels).

They generally allow more subjects to be studied than is possible at A-Level – because less information 
needs to be learned.  International AS-Levels are regarded as of a similar level to a Matric in South Africa, 
and are awarded points for University Entrance on that basis. 

INTERNATIONAL AS-LEVELS
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International A-Levels are recognised globally as one of the leading qualifications for university admissions. 
They are recognised as developing critical and independent thinking akin to many first-year university 
courses, and unlike the International AS-Levels and International GCSEs, are taken in 12 months and not 18. 

At Valenture, Students will generally take between 2 and 3 International A-Levels, which receive significantly 
higher points for University Entrance than matric subjects.

INTERNATIONAL A-LEVELS




